lg scorpion

BREEDERS REFERENCE: LE18/359 TRIaL STATUS: national listed

fully loaded club root resistant variety, high yielding with rapid
autumn and spring growth

KEY STRENGTHS
FULLY LOADED HYBRID

High yielding club root variety
..............

Exceptionally quick autumn & spring growth
..............

Robust disease resistance package
..............

Good verticillium tolerance
..............

Fully loasded with TUYV, POSH & RLM7
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Data from internal Limagrain trial, high figures indicate that a variety shows the character to a high
degree (e.g. high resistance). [ ] = limited data. Agronomic features marked with * are breeders
perspective.
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lg scorpion
BREEDERS REFERENCE: - TRIaL STATUS: national listed

FULLY LOADED HYBRID

fully loaded club root resistant variety, high yielding with rapid
autumn and spring growth

AGRONOMIC PROFILE
Agronomic Profile
Stem Canker
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Light Leaf Spot
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Earliness of Maturity
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Earliness of Flowering
Stem Siffness

7.5

Lodging

7.5

Autumn Vigour*
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Spring Vigour*
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Data from internal Limagrain trial, high figures indicate that a variety shows the character to a high
degree (e.g. high resistance). [ ] = limited data. Agronomic features marked with * are breeders
perspective.
Resistance protects against
the symptoms of TuYV: a virus
transmitted by aphids which can
cause up to 30% yield drop and 3%
loss of oils.

Gene-specific resistance to
phoma stem canker. Included in
combination with quantitative
resistance in all our fully loaded
hybrids.

Resistance helps protect against
untimely seed losses around
harvest caused by weather or the
combine passing through the crop.

SOWING WINDOW
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Recommended Sowing Period
Potential Sowing Period depending on seasonal conditions
LG Scorpion a high yielding club root resistant variety which has exceptional autumn growth and
is one of the most rapidly growing varieties in our portfolio. LG Scorpion has TuYV resistance along
with pod shatter crucial for securing final yield on farm. LG Scorpion has a robust disease resistance
profile and exceptional winter hardiness. LG Scorpion is early to flower and has medium early
maturity.
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